Baby Shiba Inu is all about spreading the puppy love. The team puts community first with a competitive rewards plan for long term holders. Baby Shiba Inu is also committed to providing its community with transparency and fairness. We prioritise our holders but we never forget that this project was born out of a genuine social purpose and it supports real Shiba Inu rescue charities. Being part of the Baby Shiba Inu community is rewarding in many ways!
Most DeFi applications involve myriads of transactions, which incur transaction fees at every step. For this reason, blockchain fees are an important factor to consider before choosing a blockchain protocol. Currently, the most popular blockchain – Ethereum, has recorded fees over $200 for a single transaction. This allows for smaller blockchains such as Binance Smart Chain to take advantage and charge between $0.10 — $0.50 for the same services.

On top of having lower fees, Binance Smart Chain was specifically designed to enhance scalability in blockchains with high throughput for easy implementation of smart contracts to build scalable decentralized applications.
Our long-term goal is to establish a NFT platform for mobile phone devices that will allow the creation and sale of NFTs. As an incentive, all holders of the BabyShibaInu token will continue receiving rewards via the token sale, and through using the platform itself.
**How to Purchase BabyShibaInu**

1. **Make sure you set up a MetaMask or TrustWallet account.**

2. **Add BNB onto your wallet either through transfer or by directly purchasing it via the BabyShibaInu BUY feature.**
   - [https://swap.babyshibatoken.com/buy](https://swap.babyshibatoken.com/buy)

3. **When you have BNB in your wallet, simply follow the website below.**
   - [https://swap.babyshibatoken.com/swap](https://swap.babyshibatoken.com/swap)
   - Allow the connection to your wallet and type in the amount you want to purchase.

4. **Set slippage to 12% and hit SWAP! Confirm transaction and approve gas fees. Welcome to BabyShibaInu.**

[www.babyshibatoken.com](http://www.babyshibatoken.com)
**TOKENOMICS**

Ticker: $BabyShibaInu

Top Market Cap: $22 million

Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000

Burn: 500,000,000,000,000 (50%)

Contract: 0xaecf6d1aff214fef70042740054f0f6d0caa98ab

Fees:

- 6% to liquidity and locked
- 2% distributed to holders
- 3% marketing wallet

WWW.BABYSHIBATOKEN.COM
Stage #1:
• Coin Launch!
• Website Launch! (v1)
• Initiate an aggressive marketing push.
• Reward community with giveaways.

Stage #2:
• Groundwork for a strong community.
• Invest heavily into popular influencers for promotion purposes.
• Heavy investment towards ads on all social media platforms.
• Gather diamond hand holders.

Stage #3:
• Have our logo appear on each platform.
• HUGE giveaway and competitions.
• Prepare submissions for CoinGecko, CMC, and potential exchanges.
• Prepare submissions for third party audits.
• Increase ads revenue spending.
• Expand on influencer promotions.

Stage #4:
• First audit.
• CoinGecko listing.
• Apply for CMC.
• Revamp website to v2.
• Get trending on DexTools.
• HUGE marketing push with some of the top crypto influencers.
• Release multiple articles on multiple publishing sites for greater viewership.

Stage #5:
• CMC listing.
• Second audit.
• v2 Website launched with SWAP features and Pay by Card.
• Start involving celebrities in promo.
• HUGE donations to animal shelters - show the community how their contributions made an impact.
• Send submission for exchange.

As we start to complete each the stages, more will be added. Stage #6 will bring goals that are rarely seen in the crypto space. From developing a working NFT platform on mobile devices to reaching HUGE market cap goals.

Stay tuned.
The content of this whitepaper is provided for information purposes only and shall not in any way constitute an investment advice or investment recommendation in any product discussed. Buy at your own risk. BabyShibaInu ($BabyShibaInu) is a meme token. It is strongly recommended that you seek professional investment advice before making any investment decision. Any investment decision that you make should be based on an assessment of your risks in consultation with your investment adviser.